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Abstract- The programmable bio-dome that will be discussed in this paper has a few functions that will allow many 
different types of plants to grow inside it regardless of what the climate is. The bio-dome can detect temperature inside the 
dome and is able to keep the temperature at a programmable set point. The dome can do the same thing with soil moisture. 
The set points are controlled and displayed by an LCD/keypad combination device.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Universities all over the Unites States or even the 
world are working on bio-dome or greenhouse-like 
projects funded by, or in part by, the government or 
other agencies. The bio-dome project has many 
benefits and impacts the world in various ways. It’s 
not every day that life, say a plant, can be sustained in 
any type of weather, although, with a bio-dome, this 
is possible. Not to be confused with bio-sphere, a bio-
dome is a closed environment under sustainable 
conditions. These conditions may be temperature, soil 
moisture, water supply, sunlight, or anything that 
pertains to the biome (desert, rainforest, and ocean). 
Some big societal impacts include things like being 
able to control these variables in a given area. For 
example, if a society requires a hot or cold 
temperature, then this can be changed to increase or 
decrease or even stay between two set temperatures. 
Controlling the soil moisture could also be important 
to a specific society. A desert-like area won’t need 
much soil moisture, but for a rainforest scene the soil 
moisture will need to be much higher than that of a 
desert.  The fact that the domes are a controlled 
environment ensures that results and variables are 
easily and accurately measured. It allows for things to 
be done that can’t be grown or tested in that area. 
Showing all of these aspects through a small scale 
bio-dome proves what it takes to support life within a 
controlled environment with ease. This may inspire 
individuals or companies to build on a larger scale 
such as the Desert Dome in the Omaha Zoo [1] or the 
Montreal Biodome [2]. 
Most bio-domes are controlled manually or rely on 
nature to do the work for things such as temperature 
or a water source, but this bio-dome has these 
components sitting nearby waiting on the user to 
control them by what the user specifically wants. And 
no, you don’t have to be near the bio-dome itself, you 
can control this through the internet. That’s right, a 
web page that gives full control over every 
component of the bio-dome: view the temperature 
and soil moisture inside the bio-dome, choose to 
increase or decrease the temperature using the heating 
and cooling parts built in, or choose to add water 

from the water supply in order to increase the soil 
moisture level. National Instruments has a project that 
they are working on that is similarly controlled 
wirelessly [3]. The proposed one, like National 
Instruments, will be able to record the data from the 
greenhouse and export the information onto the site it 
is being run from. 
 Like most scientific bio-domes, a clear plastic is used 
to cover the environment allowing light exposure for 
the plant and also to block out any variables that may 
come from an outside environment, such as chemicals 
or bugs. This could be taken advantage of on a global 
scale by upgrading this plastic material to a chemical 
resistant, fire resistant, or resistant to biological 
agents, much like a government official military 
grade tent made for soldiers in case of chemical 
warfare [4]. Only imagine the possibilities of a large 
bio-dome of scale able to harvest a field or multiple 
fields of crops without the worry of pesticides, 
chemicals, bugs, or any other harmful agents. Even 
though most are and this one is, bio-domes are not 
only built for plants. Take this as an eye opener to 
what could be done. Make home to plants, animals, or 
possibly even us humans one day. Host events within 
a bio-dome such as the Olympics like the Montreal 
Biodome was originally built for [2], or even zoos 
like Omaha’s Desert Dome. Make home to sporting 
events, concerts, gardens, possibly even communities 
one day, the list goes on and will only be limited to 
one’s imagination. The technology used to 
demonstrate these impacts is a simple bio-dome 
enclosing an environment to sustain the life of a 
plant. This bio-dome will have a sensor reading the 
soil moisture, a sensor reading the temperature inside, 
as well as heating and cooling components to control 
this temperature. A water supply will also be used to 
manage the soil moisture, and each of these 
components will be monitored and controlled by a 
microcomputer that will then be connected with a 
wireless router allowing the user to control these 
elements online. 
 
II. FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS 
The proposed bio-dome will have a few functions that 
will allow many different types of plants to grow 
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regardless of what the climate is. The bio-dome will 
be able to detect temperature inside the dome and to 
heat or cool the climate to keep the temperature at a 
programmable set point. The dome will also be able 
to do the same thing with soil moisture. It can sense 
the moisture of the soil a plant inside the dome is in 
and automatically change it according to the user 
specified set point. This bio-dome will be able to 
connect to the internet, and the temperature and soil 
moisture settings will be entered by a user at a certain 
website. 
 
A. List of Features 
1) Temperature Sensing  
2) Soil Moisture Sensing 
3) Programmable Temperature Set Point 
4) Programmable Soil Moisture Set Point 
5) Temperature Regulation  
6) Soil Moisture Regulation 
7) Insulated Clear Dome 
8) LCD Display That Shows Several Different 
Variables 
9) Internet Connectivity 
 
B. Bio-dome Specifications 
• Accuracy – Temperature sensing is accurate 
to 1 degree Fahrenheit. Soil moisture is accurate up to 
1 unit.  
• Range – Temperature can be set from 60 to 
100 degrees Fahrenheit. Soil moisture can be set from 
-100 to 100 units. 
• Data Rate – The data is taken from the 
sensors every 100 ms. 
• Power Supply – 120VAC receptacle 
 
C. Technologies Required 
• Arduino Microcontroller 
• Ethernet Internet Connectivity 
• Thermoelectric Cooling/Heating 
• Soil Moisture and Temperature Sensing 
• Electrical to Mechanical Movement 
(Solenoid Valve) 
 
III. DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE 
 
The bio-dome is made up of a 2-foot in diameter, 
clear, acrylic, dome that is mounted on a table made 
of wood. The dome has reflective material inside it 
next to the heating element to direct the heat towards 
its center where a plant can be placed. The heating 
and cooling elements are both inside the dome and 
are mounted to the plywood base. The water has to be 
connected to an outside source and comes into the 
dome through the plywood base, just as the heating 
and cooling elements do. Sensors are inside the dome 
and are run there through the plywood, just like 
everything else. This bio-dome is controlled by an 
Arduino Uno board and is place directly beside the 
dome, under a protective electrical box. On top of the 
Arduino Uno board is an LCD display/keyboard 

combo sticking out of the electrical box. The dome is 
powered by 120V AC and must be plugged in at all 
times for it to function. An AC to DC power source 
changes the incoming 120V AC power to 12V DC 
power and is inside the electrical box. Lastly a 120V 
receptacle is mounted on the frame. 
Figure 1. shows the block diagram of the dome. The 
system consists of filed device inputs, controller 
subsystem, output interface, and field device outputs.      

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the bio-dome 

 
A. Controller Subsystem: 
1. UNO R3 Microcontroller 
2. LCD Keypad Display 
Arduino is a tool for making computers that can sense 
and control more of the physical world than your 
desktop computer. It's an open-source physical 
computing platform based on a simple 
microcontroller board, and a development 
environment for writing software for the board [5]. 
The Arduino UNO R3 is a microcontroller board that 
is based on an ATmega328 microprocessor [5]. The 
UNO has many features, but a few of the important 
ones that are used are the I/O pins, analog pins, and a 
USB connection. There are 16 digital I/O pins and 7 
of them are being used by the LCD keypad shield 
display. The rest of the digital pins are either 
connected to one of two sensors or are not being 
used. On the analog side, there are 6 input pins of 
which 3 are used - one for the LCD and one for each 
of the two sensors. The USB connection was essential 
to the process. Without this connection there would 
not be a way to communicate with the board nor be a 
way to get power to it. The USB connection is really 
the life support for this system. 
The LCD keypad shield display is among the most 
popular for the UNO board. It has 6 pushbuttons and 
a 2x16 LCD display. As stated above, the LCD 
display uses 7 digital pins (pins 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
and 1 analog pin (A0 is used to read the pushbuttons) 
to interface with the UNO board. The LCD shield 
supports contrast adjustment and backlit on/off 
functions. It also expands analog pins for easy analog 
sensor reading and display. 
• User Interface Description 
When the system is turned on, the LCD display will 
have a short message, something along the lines of 
“Welcome to the Bio-dome”. After a couple seconds 
it will display the current dome temperature and 
moisture level. Both the temperature and moisture 
levels can be set by using the directional pad of the 
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LCD. Pushing the right or left buttons will increase or 
decrease the moisture setting while the up and down 
buttons will change the temperature setting. If the 
select button is pressed the system will show the 
current set points for the moisture and temperature. 
 
B. Field Device Inputs: 
1. Soil Moisture sensor 
2. Temperature sensor 
The moisture sensor is used to detect the amount of 
moisture in the soil. When placed in wet soil the 
water acts as a bridge between the two poles of the 
sensor. The amount of voltage transferred from pole 
to pole depends on the amount of water in the soil. 
More water means a higher voltage transfer, while 
less water means a lower voltage transfer. After a 
quick conversion in the program the LCD will display 
a moisture value between 0 and 100. If held in the 
open air the sensor will have no transfer and LCD 
will show a 0. If submerged in water the sensor will 
have almost a 100% transfer but due to the 
conversion in the programming the LCD will only 
display a 70. Ideally, the moisture in the soil should 
read somewhere between 30 and 40. 
The temperature sensor used is the LM35DT. As its 
datasheet states, “it is a precision integrated-circuit 
temperature sensor, with an output voltage linearly 
proportional to the centigrade temperature... it does 
not require any external calibration or trimming to 
provide typical accuracies of ±¼°C at room 
temperature [6].” 
This sensor works in circuit with a resistor to provide 
an excellent Celsius temperature accurate to one 
quarter of a degree. After converting the temperature 
to Fahrenheit the accuracy drops a little bit to 
±9∕20°F, but that is still pretty excellent. 
 
C. Output Interface: 
The output interface drive circuitry consists of four 
channel optical isolators, 3 TIP (121) power 
transistors, a power relay, and other associated 
components. The optical isolators have a typical 
power transfer of 50%.  The power transistors are 
Darlington power transistors that are rated to handle a 
maximum of 6 amps. The power relay is 120V and 
normally closed. 
 
D. Field Device Outputs: 
1. Heating Element 
2. Cooling Element 
3. Solenoid Valve 
The heating element used is a 250 watt heating lamp. 
It runs off of 120V AC. The life expectancy is 5,000 
hours. The cooling element is an air to air heat 
exchanger with 15 watts of cooling capacity. The heat 
exchanger weighs 737 grams and its overall 
dimensions are 100 x 95 x 125mm. It draws 4 amps at 
startup and runs at 3.5 amps. The heat exchanger has 
an operating range of -10 to 70 degrees Celsius [7]. 
The solenoid valve used for the bio-dome is a plastic, 

one way, normally closed, water valve. The openings 
are threaded and are ½”. The valve draws 320mA at 
12V DC. 
 
• Power Supply with Source Type 
The bio-dome is powered by 120V AC. The heating 
element and a receptacle are the only things that are 
powered by 120V AC without being converted first. 
The cooling element, solenoid valve, and the fans on 
the cooling element are powered by 12V DC. The 
12V DC comes from a power converter that converts 
the incoming 120V AC to 12 DC. The 
microcontroller is powered from a USB and operates 
at 5V DC, while the input voltage limits are 6V-20V.  
The microcontroller has analog output pins that can 
output anywhere from 0-5V, and digital output pins 
that output 5V at 40 mA. The temperature and soil 
moisture sensors both are powered by 5V from the 
microcontroller and can give send back an output 
reading anywhere from 0- 4.2V. 
 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE 
 
The Arduino programming language is an 
implementation of Wiring, a similar physical 
computing platform, which is based on the Processing 
multimedia programming environment [5]. 
The software has the following features: 
• Cross-platform - The Arduino software runs 
on most operating systems. Therefore, easy to 
transfer to different computers. 
• Simple, clear programming environment - 
The Arduino programming environment is easy-to-
use. 
• Open source and extensible software - The 
Arduino software is published as open source tools, 
available for extension by experienced programmers 
and the language can be expanded through C++ 
libraries. 
 
The Arduino programming language is a set of 
C/C++ functions that can be called from within the 
program code. When the code is compiled, it 
undergoes a minor change which automatically 
generates the function prototype and passes them 
directly to a C/C++ compiler. All standard C and C++ 
constructs supported should work within the Arduino 
environment. First, the Arduino environment 
performs a verification to make sure that the code is 
correct C or C++. Then, the .c and/or .cpp files of the 
target are compiled into machine readable 
instructions called object files with .o extensions. 
Finally, these object files are linked with the standard 
Arduino libraries that provide hardware-based basic 
functions like digitalWrite(). The single final output 
Intel hex file, which contains only the library 
functions needed for the program, will be further 
written to the program memory of the microcontroller 
on the Arduino board. This file is uploaded to the 
board via the boot loader through a USB connection. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This cost effective bio-dome is a good project for 
undergraduate students. The project requires 
knowledge and/or skills of electronics, 
microcontrollers, controls, program coding, and 
system level integration. Future additions to this bio-
dome project will be to implement the remote control 
via internet or wirelessly. 
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